Happy Day to Everyone at ACP!

The New Year has started off with a bang and we are surely blessed. The children welcomed me with open arms when I returned to Afrangua this mid-January. They were very excited about returning to our computer classes at Excellence Computer Technology Center. My teacher, Abraham, did not travel during the break so the children were asking him everyday when I would return and when the classes would restart.

Many of the students retained the typing skills Abraham taught them last semester, however, there were quite a few that completed forgotten. So the first part of the class was a summary of the previous lessons. The students listened intensively and I believe they are going to jump right back up to speed very fast. Practice makes perfect so we are going to make sure if the student stops by the center then he or she will be allowed jump on a pc for at least an hour.

The 1st graders joined us for the first time this month and they were perfect little students. This is the age when everything is new, interesting and the brain soaks up the knowledge quickly. I believe I was more excited about them joining us then they might have been. Their class is taught in the local dialect, Fanti, so they can fully understand. All twenty students do not speak English but I can tell they are open to learning it. Hopefully, we will be able to migrate the students from Fanti to English next school year. Welcome 1st graders!!!!

Six used desktops were delivered to the center on January 17th. The student computer desk and chairs shall arrive the following Monday afternoon. The classroom will be re-arranged to efficiently hold our 18 pcs. To God be all the glory! The maximum number that could properly fit into the classroom should be around 21 desktops, which I shall reach by the next school year. I am very thankful for the timing of the additional computers because each grade received 1 or 2 new students since the winter vacation. So this past week it was necessary to double up the students, however, next week will be completed different! Thank you ACP!